
CRITIQUE FOR OCTOBER 2015 CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW  
Rough collies.  

Baby puppy dog.  

What a beautiful class of babies.  
1-very attractive youngster, balanced moved well and showed himself of like a 

master.  

2-Again a lovely little boy, well put together ,with a lovely head and expression.  
3-Nice head and expression, well balanced and sound.  

Minor puppy dog.  

1-Stylish well balanced puppy, very sound and nicely presented.  

Puppy dog.  
1-Good breed type with lovely head and expression. Beautifully presented and 

handled.  

Junior dog.  
This was again a lovely class with quality dogs.  

1-Excellent breed type, totally balanced with a good head and expression. Moved 

very soundly.  
2-Again a balanced dog of excellent breed type, nice head and expression and 

beautifully presented .  

3-Beautiful breed type with a very pleasing head. Correct outline and very in 

tune with his handler.  
Intermediate dog.  

1-Sable dog with a nice outline. Correct head qualities and expression. Moved 

soundly.  
2-Very nice sable, quality throughout, good sound movement.  

3-Blue Merle with correct head and eye. Lovely coat and colour, again beautifully 

presented.  

Australian bred dog.  
1-Beautifully balanced dog with a nice outline. Correct head and ears, moved 

very soundly.  

2-A blue with a very sweet expression and nice eye. Good colour and sound 
movement.  

3Again another blue of very good quality with a very nice coat.  

Open dog.  
1-Excellent breed type. Quality sable dog with correct and expression, balanced 

body and outline, moved well. A really showman.  

2-Sable dog of good quality nice head and eras, moved very soundly.  

3-Sable with a very pleasing head and totally balanced.  
7-10 Veteran.\ 

1-beautiful head and sweet expression, moved freely.  

2-Pleasing head and eye, nice coat.  

10+Veteran.  
1-A beautiful sable in excellent condition, good head and movement.  

2-Good breed type, correct outline and in nice coat.  

Baby puppy bitch.  
This was another great baby class, three lovely little girls.  

1-Just a beautiful head and such a sweet expression and attitude.  

2-Lovely baby, sound good head and ears and moved very well.  

3-Nicely balanced puppy with a nice head and eye.  
Minor puppy bitch.  

1-Lovely breed type with good outline and free movement.  



Puppy bitch.  

1-Nice type, good coat, correct head and ear placement.  
Junior bitch.  

1-A beautiful sable bitch in lovely coat, good outline very balanced and true 

movement.  

2-Very attractive sable with good head and eyes and sweet expression.  
3-Another lovely bitch with correct head qualities and good outline.  

Intermediate bitch.  

1-Good head and expression, nice coat and moved well.  
Australian bred bitch.  

1-Good head and expression, totally balanced and very true moving.  

2-Nicely balanced moved well. Correct head and expression.  
3-Another bitch with very good head and balanced throughout.  

Open bitch.  

1-Good breed type with a nice head .Beautifully presented.  

Veteran 7-10.  
1-Beautiful bitch, balanced and sound with good head quality, superb on the 

move.  

Smooth Collies.  
Minor dog.  

1-A lovely puppy, good head, very sound in movement. Shown and presented 

beautifully.  
Minor puppy bitch.  

1-Beautifully balanced with good head and ears.  

Junior bitch.  

1-Excellent head and expression. True movement .  
Open bitch.  

1-Beautifully balanced with nice head qualities and sound movement. 


